
Handling of Legacy Fields in S/4 HANA 
Custom Field  
In S/4 HANA it is possible for Key Users to create new custom fields either via the Runtime 

Adaptation Mode for a specific Fiori UI or via the Fiori app “Custom Fields”.  

 

The technical basis for the Extension framework is the so-called “Business Context”. It represents the 

extensible entity and is the entry point for creating a custom field.  

Custom fields are appended into the Extension Include structure of the requested Business Context, 

which is included in Database table(s) and application structure(s). Afterwards Custom Fields can be 

added to SAP delivered CDS Views and OData Services to use them in Fiori UIs, analytical reports, 

Email and Form templates. Furthermore, they can also be used in other objects like BAdIs, Dynpros, 

IDocs, SOAP Services and data transfers between different Business Contexts within a Business 

Scenario. The generation of required enhancement objects during the extension process is handled 

automatically by the Extension framework. 

Objects which can be extended by the Extension Framework must be enabled by the relevant SAP 

application and registered in the Extensibility Registry (transaction SCFD_REGISTRY). 

 

The registration is delivered by SAP and cannot be changed by customers. Applications will provide 

more and more extensibility content in each new release. Nevertheless, in case objects are missing 

where custom fields are urgently required, an appropriate enhancement request can be submitted as 

described in SAP note 11. 

https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/11


It is very important that custom fields are kept stable and do not break after system upgrades. To 

ensure this lifecycle stability, applications can no longer change their Extensibility registrations 

incompatible after releasing them for customers. Each registered Business Context has also a unique 

Field Suffix assigned.  

  

All custom fields of a Business Context will always be appended to the Extension Include structure 

with this suffix. This guarantees that the custom field names are unique and that no name clashes 

occur when the same field is used in different Business Contexts (e.g., added via Business Scenario) 

and their Extension Include structures are (or in a later release will be) included into one application 

structure/database table. 

  



ABAP Managed Field 
For new fields the recommendation from SAP is to create them as Key User via FIORI app “Custom 

Fields” whenever this is possible. 

If there are already “old” extension fields (e.g., based on manually created appends) that should be 

promoted to key user Custom Fields without losing data or the need to migrate the data, SAP 

provides a way to use necessary extension fields manually created via SE11: the so-called ABAP 

Managed Fields. 

In cases where the offered field types from FIORI app “Custom Fields” are not sufficient SAP also 

recommends using ABAP Managed Fields. But starting with the SAP S/4HANA on-premise or private 

cloud 2022, almost all field types are supported by the FIORI app “Custom Fields”. E.g., fields with 

dynamic value helps are now supported by FIORI app “Custom Fields” starting with S/4HANA on-

premise or private cloud 2022 release (for older releases see option 3 in KBA 2632727). 

Please note that ABAP Managed Fields are not cloud ready and can never be moved over to a public 

cloud system, whereas fields created via the FIORI app “Custom Fields” are 100% cloud ready (see 

also the ABAP extensibility guide https://www.sap.com/documents/2022/10/52e0cd9b-497e-0010-

bca6-c68f7e60039b.html and the respective blog especially for on-premise and private cloud 

https://blogs.sap.com/2022/10/25/how-to-use-embedded-steampunk-in-sap-s-4hana-cloud-private-

edition-and-in-on-premise-the-new-abap-extensibility-guide/. So please make sure that you use the 

FIORI app “Custom Fields” wherever possible and ABAP Managed Fields only in the mentioned 

exceptional cases. 

For these exceptional cases, where it is necessary to have extension fields manually created via SE11, 

SAP provides the following solution:  

Instead of also manually creating further extensions (e.g., CDS View extensions) to use manually 

created extension fields on FIORI UIs or analytical reports, it is possible to enable them for FIORI app 

“Custom Fields”. Once enabled, those ABAP Managed Fields are available in the app together with 

any newly created custom fields, and can be added to SAP FIORI UIs and reports, form templates and 

email templates as well as business scenarios in the same way as custom fields.  

The enablement of ABAP Managed Fields is done in backend tool “Enable Fields for Use in App 

‘Custom Fields’” (transaction SCFD_EUI) as described in SAP Help “Enabling Custom Database Fields 

for Usage in SAP Firoi Applications”. For already existing fields you can enter them in in the start 

screen of the tool and get detailed information if a field needs further preparation (e.g., move to an 

extension include) or if it cannot be enabled at all. 

Precondition for the enablement is that the manually created extension field resides in an extension 

include (directly or indirectly within a CI-Include), which is assigned to a registered Business Context 

in the from SAP delivered Extensibility Registry. 

https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2632727
https://www.sap.com/documents/2022/10/52e0cd9b-497e-0010-bca6-c68f7e60039b.html
https://www.sap.com/documents/2022/10/52e0cd9b-497e-0010-bca6-c68f7e60039b.html
https://blogs.sap.com/2022/10/25/how-to-use-embedded-steampunk-in-sap-s-4hana-cloud-private-edition-and-in-on-premise-the-new-abap-extensibility-guide/
https://blogs.sap.com/2022/10/25/how-to-use-embedded-steampunk-in-sap-s-4hana-cloud-private-edition-and-in-on-premise-the-new-abap-extensibility-guide/
https://help.sap.com/viewer/9a281eac983f4f688d0deedc96b3c61c/202009.000/en-US/4accfedc4d2e49c1b321b6ebf288a430.html
https://help.sap.com/viewer/9a281eac983f4f688d0deedc96b3c61c/202009.000/en-US/4accfedc4d2e49c1b321b6ebf288a430.html


Naming proposal for new fields 
To avoid name clashes of your manually created extension 

fields (e.g., during activation or system upgrade, as 

described in the “Custom Field” chapter), SAP strongly 

recommend creating them also with a Field Suffix, which 

belongs to the Business Context of the relevant extension 

include (see transaction SCFD_REGISTRY). 

This is not a pre-requisite but would minimize the risk of 

name clashes in future! Clarify with SAP application if 

fields with suffixes are supported in their processes. 

Note: Make sure you have applied SAP note 2899836 to 

detect possible name clashes for future system upgrades in the enabling tool. 

You have the following possibilities to find the correct Field Suffix and/or place for creating your new 

field: 

1. CI-Include structure known for which you want to create a new field, but not the 

corresponding database table(s): 

o With the following SELECT statement you will find the corresponding database 

table(s) of a CI-Include: 

 
SELECT dd02l~tabname FROM dd02l 

  INNER JOIN dd03l ON dd02l~tabname = dd03l~tabname 

  WHERE dd02l~tabclass  = 'TRANSP' 
    AND dd03l~precfield = '<Name_of_CI-Include>'  

  INTO TABLE @DATA(lt_table_names). 

2. Database table known where you want to add your field, but not the corresponding Business 

Context(s): 

o With the following SELECT statement you will find out if a Business Context exists for 

a known database table: 

 
SELECT business_context FROM cfd_w_bus_ctxt 

  INNER JOIN dd03l ON dd03l~precfield = cfd_w_bus_ctxt~persistence_include 

  INNER JOIN dd02l ON dd02l~tabname   = dd03l~tabname 

  WHERE dd02l~tabclass  = 'TRANSP' 

    AND dd03l~tabname   = '<Name_of_Database_Table>' 

    AND cfd_w_bus_ctxt~persistence_include IS NOT INITIAL 

  INTO TABLE @DATA(lt_table_names). 

 

o In transaction SCFD_REGISTRY search for the found Business Context(s). You will find 

the information on the Field Suffix and the name of the Persistence Include. 

 

3. Extension Include structure within database table known, but not the corresponding 

Business Context(s): 

o With the following SELECT statement you will find out if a Business Context exists for 

a known Persistence Include structure: 

 
SELECT SINGLE business_context FROM cfd_w_bus_ctxt 

  WHERE persistence_include = '<Name_of_Persistence_Include>' 

  INTO @DATA(lv_business_context). 

 

o In transaction SCFD_REGISTRY search for the found Business Context. You will find 

the information about the Field Suffix. 

 

https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2899836


4. Business Context known for which you want to create a new field, but not the corresponding 

database table(s): 

o In transaction SCFD_REGISTRY search for the known Business Context. You will find 

the information on the Field Suffix and the name of the Persistence Include. 

o With the following SELECT statement you will find the corresponding database 

table(s) where you can append new fields within the Persistence Include: 

 
SELECT dd02l~tabname FROM dd02l 

  INNER JOIN dd03l ON dd02l~tabname = dd03l~tabname 

  WHERE dd02l~tabclass  = 'TRANSP' 
    AND dd03l~precfield = '<Name_of_Persistence_Include>'  

  INTO TABLE @DATA(lt_table_names). 

If you found the Field Suffix of the correct Business Context, create an append structure in its 

assigned extension include structure via SE11 with name Z<Persistence Include> or Y<Persistence 

Include>, e.g. ZPRD_INCL_EEW_PS. Create your fields beginning with name ZZ<Name>_<Suffix> or 

YY<Name>_<Suffix> to this append structure with the Field Suffix at the end, e.g. ZZMYFIELD_PRD. 

Z-Suffix 
In case no Business Context with an Extension Include structure exists for the database table you 

want to extend, you can provide your enhancement request as described in SAP note 11. Despite 

this, you can create the field with your own Z-Suffix per append structure to avoid name clashes, e.g. 

ZZMYFIELD_Z01. But keep in mind that without a Business Context your field cannot be enabled for 

FIORI app “Custom Fields”. In this case you may also need to manually create further extensions (e.g., 

CDS View extensions) depending on where you want to use your field. For such manually created 

extensions SAP can’t guarantee life cycle stability when you extend an object, which is not released 

for customers. 

Enablement 
To enable your manually created extension fields for usage in FIORI app “Custom Fields” you simply 

start enabling tool “Enable Fields for Use in App ‘Custom Fields’” via backend transaction SCFD_EUI. 

You can find a short description of the tool when you press button “Information”  

 

Prerequisite for the enabling is that the 

Adaptation Transport Organizer (ATO) 

was set up in your system. Otherwise, 

you will get a popup when starting the 

transaction. In this case a new button 

“ATO Setup” will be offered to jump 

directly to the configuration.  

On the start screen search for your manually created extension fields which you want to enable (or 

disable). For performance reasons the selection options are defaulted, so that only SAP tables are 

considered (excluding tables beginning with Z or Y) and only custom fields within those SAP tables 

https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/11
https://help.sap.com/viewer/9a281eac983f4f688d0deedc96b3c61c/202009.000/en-US/e0feb8ac8c9c43b6a318f76ddc56bd3a.html


(including fields beginning with ZZ or YY). If your company uses, for example, a dedicated ABAP 

namespace, you can change the field name selection accordingly.  

Please refer also to SAP note 2930473 to avoid conflicting select options and to be able to restrict the 

number of hits for the selection criteria. 

After you execute the search by pressing “F8” you will see a list of existing database fields matching 

your select options. The fields are either added to database tables using append structures or 

customer includes. The field status indicates whether a field can be enabled directly, whether it 

needs to be prepared beforehand, or whether it has already been enabled.  

  

https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2930473


Here is an overview about the possible Field Status: 

Status Description How to proceed? 

Can Be Enabled You can enable this field directly for usage in FIORI 
app “Custom Fields”. 

Click button “Enable” in toolbar 

Preparation 
Required 

The field does not yet fulfill at least one of two 
requirements for enabling. Either it needs to be 
moved from its current location to an extension 
include structure first, or it needs to be typed 
using a data element with domain (necessary for 
app “Custom Fields” to derive labels and reusable 
data type specification), or both. 
 

Click button “Prepare” in toolbar and follow the step-by-
step instructions provided in the dialog that opens. 
 
Note: If the database table is associated to more than 
one business context, you need to select the business 
context beforehand, which fits to the selected database 
field. Please note that this decision cannot be revoked as 
soon as the field has been enabled. In this case you need 
to disable the field first. 

Enabled The field has been enabled already. To change the package assignment for the generated 
objects of the Custom Field, click button “Relocate” in 
toolbar. 
 
To prevent the field from being used in SAP Fiori apps, 
click button “Disable” in toolbar. 
Note: The field will also be removed from UIs, reports, 
form templates, etc. to which it was added via FIORI app 
“Custom Fields”. The database field itself remains 
untouched. 

Cannot Be Enabled The field either does not reside in a database table 
which was prepared by SAP for use in FIORI app 
“Custom Fields”, or its ABAP dictionary data type is 
not supported by the app. 

- 

Enabling… / 
Disabling… 

The field is currently being enabled or disabled 
respectively. This process may take a few 
moments. 

- 

Enabling Failed /  
Disabling Failed 

The field could not be enabled or disabled. Retry the operation by clicking Enable or Disable again. If 
the issue remains, report an incident to the component 
BC-SRV-APS-EXT-FLD. 

Undefined The field status could not be determined by the 
system. 

Report an incident to the component BC-SRV-APS-EXT-
FLD. 

 

When selecting a field in status “Cannot Be Enabled” or “Preparation Required”, messages with 

available long texts will appear which indicates why a field can’t be enabled or which kind of 

preparation is necessary.  

 

  



Button “Prepare” 
For “Preparation Required” fields you can press on the “Prepare” button in the toolbar. You will get a 

popup with all necessary steps, together with detailed long texts, which need to be executed before 

you can enable your field for a certain Business Context. Please read the instructions very carefully 

and follow them step-by-step to avoid data loss. 

 

When all steps are executed successfully, the field will get status “Can Be Enabled” after the list was 

refreshed. 

Button “Enable” 
If a field has status “Can Be Enabled” and you want to enable it for usage in FIORI app “Custom 

Fields”, simply press button “Enable” in toolbar.  

A popup will appear where you need to specify further information to generate necessary objects for 

your field to use as a Custom Field. 

 

First, you need to choose the Enabling Type.  

If your database field is only relevant for one database table and its corresponding business context, 

the default value “Enable Field as New Custom Field” is the right choice. 



If another database field with a different name, but the same data element has already been 

enabled, both options, “Enable Field as New Custom Field” and “Attach Field to Existing Custom 

Field”, are available. If the fields are independent from each other, choose the option “Enable Field 

as New Custom Field”. When both fields have the same meaning and type of content, or even a data 

transfer between those fields shall be established in app “Custom Fields” with a Business Scenario, it 

is recommended to choose the option “Attach Field to Existing Custom Field”. In this case you need 

to select the other enabled database field by its Custom Field ID. 

Note: For a data transfer it is not necessary to create further extension fields manually. Just enable 

the first field for usage in FIORI app “Custom Fields”. Afterwards go to the app, choose your field 

(displayed with its Custom Field ID), go to tab “Business Scenarios” and enable the usage for the 

required data transfer. This will automatically create new custom fields based on the source field for 

the relevant Business Contexts and the corresponding database tables. 

Second, you need to choose a Custom Field ID. This is the unique identifier for the field in the FIORI 

app “Custom Fields”, as the app never displays database field names. This also means that you 

should never add a field suffix for the Custom Field ID. The configured ATO namespace is 

automatically added as prefix for the ID. 

 

Note that enabled 

ABAP Managed 

Fields are always 

shown in the app 

with Origin “ABAP 

Development”. A 

proposal for 

Custom Field ID is 

derived from the database field name, but you can overwrite this proposal using alphanumeric 

characters (also lower-case letters) and underscores. If you add the field to business scenarios with 

the help of the app, the identifier will also be used as field name in the business contexts which did 

not contain your field before.  

  



The Semantic Type attribute defines the nature of the field content in general and how the field is to 

be displayed on an SAP Fiori UI. The semantic type corresponds to the available field types in FIORI 

app “Custom Fields”, when creating new Custom Fields. The offered types in the enabling tool 

depend on the ABAP dictionary data type of your field. 

 

If the ABAP dictionary data type has a clearly defined purpose like to display a date or time, its 

semantic type is set accordingly and cannot be changed. 

If the domain of your field contains fixed values or if the field refers to a check table, the default 

value for the semantic type is “LIST” (Code List). If the semantic type of your field is Code List, 

Currency, Language or Unit of Measure, a Value Help View is required to retrieve the fixed values 

which are stored in the field domain directly or in a referenced value table. This view is used as soon 

as the field is added, for example, to SAP Fiori UIs and reports using the FIORI app “Custom Fields”. 

If available, the system proposes a standard value help view, e.g. I_LANGUAGE for the semantic type 

Language. If not available, or if the standard view does not fit to your needs, you can create 

templates for such a Code View and its corresponding Text View by clicking button “Generate”. Copy 

these templates to new Core Data Services (CDS) Data Definitions in ABAP Development Tools for 

SAP NetWeaver (ADT) and replace only the variables in angle brackets with suitable values. You may 

change the data sources or apply WHERE conditions to the views to restrict the allowed values. 

 Note: Aliases, associations and annotations within the template must not be changed! 

Last step upon confirmation of the enabling popup by pressing F8, you are prompted to enter a 

package and a transport request for the objects which are being created by the system to enable 

your field for the FIORI app “Custom Fields”.  



 

Make sure that these objects (including any newly created value help views) are kept in the same 

software component as the database field itself, and that they are always transported together. 

When the database field was successfully enabled it will have status “Enabled” after the list was 

refreshed. 

Button “Relocate” 
In case you want to change the package assignment for the objects which were created by the 

system to enable your field for the FIORI app “Custom Fields”, simply press button “Relocate”.  

A popup will 

appear where you 

can choose a new 

package for the 

objects of the 

Custom Field. This 

does not change 

the package of 

your database field.  

Note: Make sure that the objects (including any newly created value help views) of the Custom Field 

are kept in the same software component as the database field itself, and that they are always 

transported together. 

Button “Disable” 
In case you want to disable the 

usage in FIORI app “Custom 

Fields” for a field with status 

“Enabled”, simply press button 

“Disable” in toolbar. You need 

to confirm the disablement.  

Afterwards the field will also be 

removed from UIs, reports, form 

templates, etc. to which it was 

added via FIORI app “Custom 



Fields”. The database field itself remains untouched and will have status “Can Be Enabled” after the 

list was refreshed. 
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